
The concept of congruence could be expanded to include

“professional congruence” – the degree to which tutors and

students share a professional identity as clinical practitioners and

knowledgeable experts (successful examinees). Professional

congruence could be fostered in different ways by all tutor types. In

the second year of medical school, professional congruence may be

fostered by judiciously applying a coaching model to PBL.
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In small-group problem-based learning (PBL) tutorial sessions, how

are the practices of near-peer tutors similar to/different from

those of faculty (clinical and

basic science)?

How do observer characteristics

affect perceptions of practice

and judgments of

effectiveness?

There is great enthusiasm for and a growing literature about near-

peer teaching (NPT) in both graduate and undergraduate medical

education. In general, NPT has been shown to be effective--or at

least not inferior to--faculty teaching.1 NPTs are thought to have a

positive impact because they are cognitively and socially congruent

with learners.2-3 Investigation of the teacher-learner interactivity

that constitutes NPT is limited, but could (1) reveal what NPTs do to

demonstrate or foster congruence; (2) guide the development of

traditional faculty to enhance congruence; and (3) improve

understanding of how NPT practices are and should be evaluated.
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1. Tutor orientation and practices differed substantially across tutor type:

• NPT – “I want to give you the best advice I can.” – Much like a coach, this tutor was highly involved in cordially structuring, evaluating,

and supporting the group’s discussion, using USMLE Step 1 question drills as an organizing framework.

• Clinical Faculty – “What are you doing to DO with this lady?” – Taking an adversarial approach, this tutor exerted a high degree of

control over the group’s discussion by raising disruptive open-ended questions about diagnostic reasoning and treatment.

• Basic Science Faculty – (“I think you guys understand it. Let’s move on.”) – This tutor was minimally involved, allowing group discussion

to be led by a dominant student and providing little guidance on the factual accuracy or conceptual organization of what students said.

2. Investigator type influenced judgments of tutor effectiveness. All three investigators agreed that including test questions in the group’s

discussion was an effective way to draw students’ attention to important material and to empathize with students’ role as examinees.

However, only the two student investigators found question drills to be effective teaching. In contrast, the medical educator saw drills as

overly tutor-centric, limiting opportunities for students to self-explain, self-assess, and self-identify knowledge gaps.

3. In all tutor groups—but in differing ways—participants demonstrated identification with clinical practice. Demonstrations included the

clothing worn to tutor group (white coats, scrubs, stethoscope) and reference to clinical experiences (“war stories,” clinical “pearls”).

This study took place in an integrated, systems-based pre-clinical curriculum, where

basic science instruction is delivered using a hybrid PBL approach. PBL tutor groups

in each of three units were purposively sampled and consisted of 6, second-year

medical students and 1 instructor/facilitator. Tutor groups met twice a week for 9

weeks, followed by 1 week of final examination.

Observation and analysis of the remaining units are ongoing.

The practices that enable all tutor types to foster professional

congruence should be incorporated into faculty development

strategies.

PBL tutor group evaluation criteria centered on professional

congruence would take into account the differing value systems of

learners and educators.
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